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Fig. 1. Our method automatically generates a 3D urban procedural model (c) for the urban region from
a segmented and labeled satellite image (a, b). We obtain, as compared to ground truth, a visually and
statistically similar procedural model of a synthetic city that at a distance resembles results obtained by
comprehensive reconstruction processes such as Google Earth (d).
Recent advances in big spatial data acquisition and deep learning allow development of novel algorithms
that were not possible several years ago. We introduce a novel inverse procedural modeling algorithm for
urban areas that addresses the problem of spatial data quality and uncertainty. Our method is fully automatic
and produces a 3D approximation of an urban area given satellite imagery and global-scale data including
road network, population, and coarse elevation data. By analyzing the values and the distribution of urban
data, i.e., distances between parcels, buildings, setbacks, population, and elevation, we construct a procedural
approximation of a city at a large-scale. Our approach has three main components: 1) procedural model
generation to create parcel and building geometries, 2) parcel area estimation that trains a set of neural
networks to provide initial parcel sizes for a segmented satellite image of a city block, and 3) an optional
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procedural model optimization that can use partial knowledge of overall average building footprint area and
building counts to improve results.
We demonstrate and evaluate our approach on cities around the globe with widely different structure and
automatically yield procedural models with up to 91, 000 buildings, and spanning up to 150 km 2 . We obtain
both a spatial arrangement of parcels and buildings similar to ground truth and a distribution of building sizes
similar to ground truth; hence yielding a statistically-similar synthetic urban space. We produce procedural
models at multiple scales, and with less than 1% error in parcel and building areas in the best case as compared
to ground truth, and 5.8% error on average for our test cities.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Spatial urban models are of growing importance today for urban and environmental planning,
geographic information systems, urban simulations, and as content for entertainment applications.
An urban model typically consists of a network of road geometry defining a set of city blocks,
buildings, and additional details such as water bodies. However, creating models of realistic urban
spaces is time consuming and labor-intensive. Recent advances in big spatial-data acquisition and
novel algorithms in deep learning have opened new opportunities for solving the problems in
large-scale spatial data and for urban data in particular.
Amongst the multiple approaches to create such 3D urban models, procedural modeling and
urban reconstruction are popular methodologies. Procedural modeling defines a set of rules and
parameters to generate content (e.g., [13, 36]) and it has been successful in application to urban
spaces (e.g., [32, 44, 49, 58]). However, rule creation is an iterative labor-intensive process and
it is not easy to make a procedural model mimic a particular city or style as can be done with
urban reconstruction. Various methods have addressed large-scale image-based and sensor-based
reconstruction (see survey [28]), but urban reconstruction requires a detailed acquisition throughout
the entire urban space from many ground-level, aerial-level, or both vantage points. Further, such
reconstructions must cope with data uncertainty in the form of resolution limitations, labeling
errors, occluded structures, challenging automation, and other inaccuracies.
Our key inspiration is while satellite images cover a large space, they do not contain significant
geometric detail of individual buildings. Nevertheless, we can observe statistical features of a city
(e.g., mean and distribution of parcels and buildings both in terms of location and in terms of
size). These features translate to a distinct appearance of the city at a large scale (e.g., city-specific
combinations of locations of high-rise buildings and of smaller buildings). Thus together with
assumptions about urban structure, we can infer urban geometrical details. In our paper, we propose
a method that uses satellite imagery and global-scale population and elevation data as input to
a deep-learning based automatic method for producing a statistically-similar and synthetic cityscale 3D urban model as output. The result is the ability to almost instantly create a plausible
synthetic large-scale 3D urban model (Figure 1). Our method is aimed at content creation and urban
planning – it is not suitable for creating an as-accurate-as-possible replica as needed, for example,
in ground-level visual navigation.
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Our automatic approach consists of three main components: 1) parcel area estimation, 2) procedural model generation, and 3) an optional procedural model optimization. Rather than limiting
ourselves to a satellite-based photogrammetric reconstruction using the few pixels capturing the
details of each building’s walls and roof, our components infer a procedural model containing
plausible details that are not present in the source imagery and yielding altogether a complete
parameterized model. Our approach is the first to perform such an automatic inverse modeling from
only satellite and global scale data in just a few minutes. Further, our methodology is a starting
point for modeling urban areas worldwide for urban design in city planning and simulation and for
content generation in entertainment applications.
The output of our method is a large spatial procedural city model consisting of 3D buildings
distributed over the target area and registered in place with the road network. We demonstrate
our approach on various cities with widely different structure, in particular Chicago, Dublin,
Hong Kong, Jacksonville, New Orleans, Paris, San Francisco, and Toulouse, automatically yielding
procedural models with up to 91, 000 buildings, and spanning up to 150 km 2 . We performed both
quantitative and qualitative comparisons. Overall, our results include 3D urban procedural models
at multiple scales having less than one percent error in the best case. Our quantitative evaluation
shows that we obtain, as compared to ground truth, a statistically-similar city in terms of the
mean building count and building area and their distribution. In addition, we show how well our
method compensates for segmentation inaccuracies and occlusions yielding a better city model
than directly using the segmentation data for constructing building models. Moreover, our optional
optimization component further improves parcels, building outlines, and building geometries in the
urban area (e.g., from 2.3× to 30× improvement). By means of a user study, we show a qualitative
similarity as well as comparisons between our 3D output of different areas to the corresponding
areas in Google Earth. In addition, we show preliminary results of using our approach for urban
planning and modeling and for content generation.
Our main contributions include:
• An automatic approach to generate a 3D urban procedural model, based on a segmented and
labeled satellite image, that is statistically and visually similar to the target urban area.
• A novel inverse modeling method to decompose a city into city blocks where for each city
block we estimate procedural model parameters using classification and parameter estimation
deep neural networks. This process is guided by an a priori analysis of typical parcels and
building sizes and followed by an optional optimization stage to improve the similarity
between the synthetic model and the segmented and labeled satellite image.
• A novel algorithm to complete uncertain data by generating parcels, building outlines, and
building geometry. Our method uses the output of the aforementioned procedural model
parameter estimation process and an analysis between population, elevation, and building
size and spacing to determine building types and geometry.
2

RELATED WORK

The three main areas related to our work include 1) urban reconstruction and rendering, 2) (forward)
procedural modeling, and 3) inverse procedural modeling.
Urban Reconstruction focuses on creating big urban spatial datasets from ground level, aerial,
and satellite sensors. Most 3D urban reconstruction efforts use ground-level or aerial data. The
survey by Musialski et al. [28] provides a comprehensive summary. Schoeps et al. [40] provide a
recent benchmark of multi-view stereo results in general. Vanegas et al. [47] automatically created
L-systems that reconstruct the building envelopes of 3D Manhattan buildings observed in a pair
of aerial images. Shan et al. [41] produce urban reconstructions using aerial and ground-level
J. ACM, Vol. 37, No. 4, Article . Publication date: August 2019.
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Fig. 2. Our approach consists of a procedural model generation component, a parcel area estimation component that is setup during offline processing, and an optional procedural model optimization component. The
block extractor receives as input the segmented and labeled satellite image (S&L), while the Building Generator
receives the parcel output as well as information about the block’s estimated elevation and population.

images. Hou et al. [19] exploit planarity to obtain multi-view depth maps. Duan and Lafarge [12]
focus on stereo reconstruction from calibrated wide-baseline satellite images. They obtained 2.5D
reconstructions for building tops that can be observed and corresponded in both images. This
is particularly challenging for smaller buildings and residential areas. Also, occlusion (e.g., by
vegetation or neighboring buildings) might severely hinder reconstruction ability.
Another group of methods exploit LIDAR data as well as aerial imagery. For example, Yi et al. [59]
and Poullis and You [35] produce models from LIDAR data. Bonczak et al. [7] uses both LIDAR and
city administrative data to obtain an urban model. Park et al. [33] and Zhang et al. [61] propose
learning-based point-cloud classification approaches including the estimation of building height
and mass. Zhou and Neumann [62] model rooftops and building walls using both LIDAR and aerial
imagery. Some researches focus on tool building, such as Verdie et al. [52] that present methods to
generate various level-of-details starting with a mesh or output of an urban reconstruction method.
Another example is Agarwal et al. [1] that provides tools to improve efficiency and accuracy of
interpolating LIDAR data. However, these methods require hard to obtain per-city LIDAR datasets
and further, even if obtained, might lack information about significant parts of the city due to
occlusion or lack of sampling.
In contrast to aerial or ground-level data, satellite provides much more coverage but with many
other challenges. While great progress has been made, as seen in the work of Facciolo et al. [14] who
won the 2016 IARPA Multiview Stereo 3D Mapping Challenge to produce 3D models from satellite
imagery or Rupnik et al. [38] which improves upon the Facciolo et al work, there is a significant
gap even with the latest satellite resolutions – moreover, because of distance and occlusion usually
only the roof of urban structures is generally observed.
Even once a model is produced significant challenges exist with regards to organizing the
information for rendering. For example, Robles-Ortega et al. [37] focus on occlusion-culling in
order to provide fast rendering for web-services of large urban models. Ole Vollmer et al. [53]
present aggregation techniques to support on-demand level-of-detail generation. While these works
produce impressive results they do not center on the creation of the urban model itself.
Procedural Modeling generates 3D models by using a set of rules, atomic elements, and
parameter values. An example are L-systems that have been successfully applied to vegetation [36],
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noise-based methods used for textures and clouds [13], and procedural models in virtual worlds [44].
Urban procedural modeling can be dated back to the seminal work of Parish and Müller [32]. While
this paper focused on whole city models, later works have focused on particular elements such as
buildings [26, 58], façades [5, 27, 42, 60], roads [9, 15], and layouts [24]. Cities are living structures
and the complicated relationship of their habitants has been captured by various works including
Gwenola and Donikan [17] who studied animation in cities and various works that attempted to
simulate temporal changes of city geometry from underlying behavioral models [16, 34, 48, 57].
We refer the reader to surveys of urban procedural modeling (e.g., [49] and [2]). In general, the
aforementioned methods require manual labor to design the procedural models.
Inverse Procedural Modeling attempts to find procedural representations of input models
and it has been applied in various fields, such as vegetation [56], 2D road geometry [3], 2D vector
structures [55], and 3D unstructured data [6]. One family of inverse procedural modeling approaches
takes advantage of stochastic optimizations such as Metropolis optimization of L-system usage [46]
and Markov Chain Monte Carlo optimization to find urban structures with desired properties [50].
Recently, Demir et al. [10, 11] used similarities in architecturals models to inversely generate
procedural models. Nishida et al. [30] used deep learning to automatically infer urban procedural
models corresponding to user sketches. Kelly et al. [22] described a method to fuse street-level
imagery, GIS footprints, and a coarse 3D mesh to produce 3D urban building mass and facade
models. We highlight that the work of [3] analyzes the distribution of road intersections and
road geometry to create a procedural road geometry that is statistically-similar to the source data.
However, there is no treatment of parcels or buildings in their work. In general, while statistical
approximations have been done, to our knowledge none pursued inverse building modeling at the
scale of satellite imagery to produce large urban spatial datasets.
3

OVERVIEW

Data Sources. Our approach takes as input various geospatial products, summarized in Table 1.
First, our method uses geo-registered segmented and labeled satellite images. In general, we assume
the labels of building and non-building. If possible we can use road labels as well in the satellite
images. At the global-scale, building layout information or city-level GIS data is not available (i.e., it
is available for certain large cities but not for all). Many satellite image segmentation methods exist,
such as [20, 31, 43, 54] as well as commercial solutions such as eCognition [4]. These methods can,
with a varying degree of accuracy, recognize and extract features from satellite images of anywhere
in the world. However, these approaches do not produce 3D urban geometry, but rather produce a
best-guess classification for each pixel in the image. For our method, we assume as input satellite
images that have been segmented and labeled using an approach similar to the ones mentioned
above. Second, we also use Open Street Maps (OSM) [18] to obtain roads, unless segmentation
provides road labels. Third, our method also uses publicly-available geo-registered global height
data [29] and, fourth, our system exploits publicly-available global population data [8], which we
already have for the globe. These datasets are very coarse: for example, the height data is a sample
every 30 meters with a vertical accuracy of about 5 meters.
Table 1. Summary of Data Sources.
Data Name
Road Vector
Elevation Data
Population Data
Satellite Data

Data Source
Resolution
Open Street Maps [18]
–
JAXA [29]
30 meters
LandScan [8]
1 km
–
1m

Scale
Most cities
Global
Global
Some cities
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Processing. During automated processing, our approach (Figure 2) automatically produces a 3D
urban procedural model. As a preprocess, the parcel area estimation component uses an analysis of
the relationship between parcel sizes and building sizes in two large cities to train a classification
network and a set of parcel area estimation networks that will be used for all our test cities. These
deep neural networks are trained to take in a segmented and labeled satellite image of a city
block and produce an estimated parcel area which will be used to help with building creation. We
highlight that parcel boundaries are not directly visible in a satellite image. Hence, the use of this
trained network, instead of directly using the segmented images, is to obtain the average parcel
area despite the presence of noise, classification errors, and occlusion in the segmented imagery.
At runtime, the procedural generation component produces a model of the parcels and buildings
for each city block. Individual city blocks are extracted from the segmented and labeled imagery.
Then, by using estimated parcel sizes (by the aforementioned parcel estimation component) and
the geo-registered global elevation and population datasets, building generation computes for each
parcel the building type, building height, and setback values, and subsequently the 3D building
geometry. Ultimately, a model of the entire urban area is produced and desired urban morphology
values can be calculated.
As a third (optional) step at runtime, the procedural optimization component improves the similarity between the synthetic city and the target city in the satellite images. This component iteratively
compares synthetically generated average building footprint areas with the actual average building
footprint areas for at least a fraction of the city. The optimizer alters a set of calibration parameters
until convergence. Our experiments show that by knowing the average building footprint area of
at least a small random fraction of the urban region (e.g., 5%) the synthetic model is on average 4x
more similar to the actual city in terms of building area and building counts, resulting in a better
3D urban procedural model output.
Variables. Our subsequently defined approach makes use of the following variables (Table 2).
Table 2. Variables and their meanings.

variable
B
bi
A
ai
S
si
PG
pi j
qi j
BG
ti j
hi j
S t,i j
mi j
4

meaning
a segmented and labeled satellite image
a city block image of B
the parcel area estimator
the average parcel area size for each parcel of a block bi estimated by A
a synthetic image
a synthetic block image of S
the parcel generator
a synthetic parcel j in a block si
the number of parcels produced for si
the building generator
the building type of pi j
the building height of pi j
the triple of setback ranges corresponding to of ti j
the building geometry model of pi j

PARCEL AREA ESTIMATION

The goal of this component is to set up parcel area estimation function A which estimates the
average parcel area size for each parcel implied by a segmented and labeled satellite image of a
J. ACM, Vol. 37, No. 4, Article . Publication date: August 2019.
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Fig. 3. Parcel Area Estimation. During preprocessing, synthetic parcel training dataset is created and used
to train a parcel classification neural network (NN) and several parcel area estimation neural networks. At
runtime, the parcel area estimation function A receives city block satellite images bi and estimates the average
parcel area ai .

city block (Figure 3). There is currently no existing global parcel data-set or a standard means of
obtaining parcel information for all urban areas. Further, while parcel data for well-known megacities may be available through public city sources, even then it may not match the existing building
layout. We therefore use this parcel area estimation component to approximate the parcel layout
of a block, without relying on obtaining parcel data from the city. However, using satellite image
segmentation and labeling into building, non-building, and road is a challenging task. Even the
best methods result in some amount of mis-classification and occlusion. Also, frequently portions
of segmented parcels and buildings are covered by vegetation or occluded by other structures.
Moreover, the parcel boundaries are not actually visible nor labeled. Regardless, we seek to produce
a procedural approximation of an urban area that has similar parcels and buildings. To accomplish
A, we use deep neural networks that infer the parcel area based on the size and distribution of
(noisy) labeled building pixels.
4.1

Canonical Representation

We use a canonical representation of city blocks which facilities data creation and training because
the neural network will classify and estimate parameters for a fixed-resolution labeled input
image. Since city blocks in the satellite-image can be of many different shapes and sizes, we
compute a tightly fitted oriented bounding box (OBB) for each city block. Then, we scale and
rotate the longest axis of the OBB to fit within a predetermined image resolution (e.g., that used for
our neural-network based classification and parameter estimation) that allows arbitrarily shaped
city blocks to be processed. After parcel area classification and estimation have been done, the
synthetically-created parcel is unrotated and unscaled.
Further, we make two simplifying assumptions about parcels: i) we assume the parcels within a
single city block are of about the same area; and ii) we assume each parcel in the city block has zero
or one building with an outline receded from the parcel boundary by three potentially different
setback values: front, rear, and side. An analysis of Chicago and San Francisco tells us the single
building per parcel assumption is true for 90.65% and 93%, or 91.8% of the parcels on average. The
front setback is used when the edge of the canonical parcel touches a road. The rear setback is
opposite to the front setback and a side setback is used otherwise.
J. ACM, Vol. 37, No. 4, Article . Publication date: August 2019.
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Training Data Creation

We use our canonical representation and an analysis of two real-world cities (i.e., Chicago and
San Francisco) to determine the typical parcel size range and relationship of parcel and building
sizes in order to generate synthetic training data. Parcel and building outline data is obtained from
OSM and we compute histograms of city parcel areas and of front, side, and rear setback values
(see Figure 22 and Figure 23 in Appendix Section B). For each of the setback types, we compute
the average value relative to parcel area. While optimized building setback ranges are used during
model generation and optimization, training data is created using the aforementioned fixed relative
setback values. To create the block images d for training, we randomly sample parcel area sizes
within the observed parcel size range and use the fixed triple of setback values to generate synthetic
images.
4.3

Training

We seek to obtain a robust parcel area estimator such that area(d) = A(d). Parcel areas vary
significantly (see Figure 22) which makes it challenging for a single neural network to predict the
parcel areas for any city block image. Instead, we perform a non-uniform quantization of the range
of parcel sizes. We sort the analyzed parcel areas by size, divide the entire parcel area range into
multiple bins, and train one network per bin. To define the bins, we find bin boundaries so that
each bin has about the same number of parcels in the analysis cities. However, having multiple
bins requires both a classifier neural network (to determine to which bin does a city block belong)
and a parameter estimation neural network (to determine the actual parcel areas). As we show
in Section 7, the accuracy resulting from using a different number of bins varies notably and we
choose the best answer (i.e., three bins) for all results.
We use convolutional neural networks (CNN) as the frameworks for our classifier and parcel
area estimators. For the classifier CNN model, without loss of generality, we use the BVLC AlexNet
architecture [23] except for changing the number of outputs of last fully-connected layer to be the
number of our estimation neural networks and initialize the network with a pre-trained network
obtained from the Caffe Model Zoo [21]. Those initial weights are obtained by training with over a
million training images so as to learn to discriminate features [39]. We fine-tune the network using
60, 000 training images to achieve high accuracy after 10, 000 iterations and mostly converging
after 2, 000 iterations. For each parcel area estimation CNN, we use a modified AlexNet architecture
in order to fit our regression problem and use 120, 000 images for training. We modified the number
of outputs in the last fully-connected layer of AlexNet, and also change the loss function to an
Euclidean loss function. Training occurs over 100,000 iterations and is mostly converged after
40, 000. We found this architecture to yield overall an average error of only 24 m 2 in estimating
parcel areas (parcel areas range from about 20 to 20, 000m2 ). Note that the same trained set of
networks is used for all cities (and results) in this paper.
5

PROCEDURAL GENERATION

Given a target area, this component successively generates a model of the parcels and buildings for
each city block. Once all blocks are processed, a full 3D urban procedural model is output.
5.1

Urban Model

The urban procedural model is rendered in several layers. First, our method partitions a segmented
and labeled satellite image B of an urban area into a set of city block images bi . Given B as input,
this decomposition is achieved by converting the also geo-registered OSM road vectors into a
graph G and then searching for all simple loops in G. Dead-end roads are ignored in our current
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implementation. Each detected loop geometry дi segments a city block satellite image bi out of
B and is assumed to have a set of parcels, each with egress (i.e., an urban modeling and planning
term that implies the parcel has street access by at least one parcel edge touching a surrounding
road). We also render as a ground-plane the original (unsegmented) satellite image that contains
the ground cover such as water bodies, grass, and dirt.
Then, we use parameterized rules to subdivide city blocks into one of two parcel styles (Section 5.2). After, we use parameterized rules to create buildings (Section 5.3). Moreover, we can
optionally render additional hypothetical details such as window frames, trees, lamp posts, and
grass. See an example in Appendix Section C.
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Fig. 4. Parcel Generation. Our method takes as input a city block satellite image bi as well as the estimated
parcel area ai in said image and generates a parcel subdivision in one of two styles. Then, the parcels pi j are
output to form the synthetic blocks si .

5.2
𝑠𝑠4

Parcel Generation

For a synthetic city block image si , our procedural parcel generator PG generates parcels pi j (i.e.,
synthetic parcel j in city block i). The set of si ’s form a synthetic image S. Given an extracted
city block satellite image bi , we estimate the average parcel area size ai (e.g., in square meters)
for each parcel in this block by using our neural network parcel area estimator A (i.e., ai = A(bi )).
Afterwards, we use a recursive subdivision algorithm to generate synthetic parcels (Figure 4). Our
parcel generation method is inspired by [51] who proposed a generalized block subdivision method,
following urban design guidelines, able to reproduce the parcel shapes and city blocks observed
in many cities. Based on that work, we support two parcel subdivision types shown in Figure 16.
Type 1 subdivision produces parcels whose front-side is along a street and rear-side is adjacent to
another parcel of the same type, and type 2 subdivision creates city blocks that can have interior
empty space (i.e., parcels with no buildings).
The parcel generator PG subdivides the block geometry дi by recursively splitting a tightly fit
oriented bounding box (OBB) of the current block partition until we obtain parcels no larger than ai .
If the generator enforces all parcels to have egress, it results in the first of the aforementioned
subdivision types. Otherwise, this approach produces the second of the aforementioned types
which has parcels in the interior of the city block. But, in all cases buildings are only placed in
parcels having egress. Each recursive iteration uses either the longest or the shortest axis of the
OBB to split the surrounding block geometry (e.g., initially дi ).
Altogether our procedural parcel generator performs the task
si = {pi1 , pi2 , ...piqi } = PG (дi , A(bi )) ,
where qi is the number of parcels produced for si .
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Fig. 5. Building Generation. Our approach receives a target parcel pi j , computes the building type ti j and
building height hi j from global elevation and population data, uses setbacks to define the building outline,
and generates a building geometry mi j . The setbacks SiF , SiS , SiR are sampled from per-building-type setback
ranges.

5.3

Building Generation

Our building generator BG defines one or none 3D building geometries for each parcel pi j inside
a synthetic city block si . To create building geometry model mi j , the generator uses both globalscale population and global-scale elevation data to compute the building type within each parcel.
It also uses a per-building-type triple of typical setback ranges (front, rear, and side setback
In caption: s^f_i E [ S^f_{min,i}, S^f_{max
ranges) (Figure 5). Then, the elevation data, building type, and setback ranges
are used to create an
Etc.
appropriately sized procedural building model.
To estimate building height hi j for parcel pi j , our technique uses the elevation data E that
represents the sum of terrain height and man-made structures. To compute elevation ei j for
building height estimation, we let ei j = E(pi j ) − Emin where the first term is the global elevation
data for the given parcel and Emin is the minimum elevation within the vicinity of the urban area
(i.e., the terrain height). Next, ei j is rescaled to the range [0, Hmax ]. The value Hmax is, by default,
the maximum building height of a typical city, or is a single number provided as input for a target
urban area. Thus, the final building height estimation is hi j = (E(pi j ) − Emin )Hmax , which provides
a good estimation when there are no significant terrain elevation changes throughout the input
area.
Our method uses six procedural building types based on the Local Climate Zones (LCZ) classification by [45]. LCZ defines a culturally independent global-scale classification for urban areas.
LCZ is being increasingly adopted because it captures the urban fabric in a much more precise way
than prior land-use/land-cover classifications. In particular, it defines all urban areas to belong to
one of ten possible zones (in total, LCZ defines 17 types including non-urban areas). The zones
vary by the density of buildings as well as their heights. We use population data to estimate the
density of a parcel. Thus, our six types are all combinations of low/mid/high rise with dense/sparse,
i.e., : 1) Low Rise Sparse, 2) Low Rise Dense, 3) Mid Rise Sparse, 4) Mid Rise Dense, 5) High Rise
Sparse, and 6) High Rise Dense. Further, we define a typical front, rear, and side setback range for
F
F
R
R
S
S
each building type; e.g., [Smin,k
, Smax,k
], [Smin,k
, Smax,k
], [Smin,k
, Smax,k
] for k ∈ [1, 6].
To determine the building type ti j for a parcel, we split the building height range into three
percentiles corresponding to: Low Rise, Mid Rise, and High Rise Buildings. Using the population
data of a parcel P(pi j ), we further split each percentile into two percentiles to define sparse vs.
dense areas. The result is the classification scheme for the listed six building types.
Finally, we compute an appropriate building geometry model mi j based on the building’s height
and the setbacks associated with the building’s type. Succinctly, our procedural building generator
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performs the task
mi j = BG (pi j , hi j , ti j , S t,i j ),
where S t,i j is the triple of setback ranges corresponding to each of the defined building types ti j .
6

PROCEDURAL MODEL OPTIMIZATION

The optional optimization component improves the similarity between a synthetic city and the
target city in the satellite images. The component iteratively compares synthetically generated
average building footprint areas with the actual average building footprint areas for at least a
fraction of the city. The optimizer alters a set of calibration parameters until convergence.
6.1

Calibration Parameters

We improve similarity between the synthetic and the actual city by altering the parcel area ranges
used during parcel area estimation and the per-building-type setback ranges. Parcel area estimation
(Section 4) partitions the possible parcel areas into multiple bins; then, parcel area estimation
returns a number between zero and one which is mapped to the parcel bin range (e.g., [20, 300]
square meters for the first bin). If the number of buildings in si is different from that in bi , then
the city block deviates from the current assumed ratio between parcel size and building size. One
way to improve is to generate smaller/larger parcels and thus alter the number of buildings. We
accomplish this by shifting the bin boundary between adjacent parcel area bins. For example,
given three parcel area bins we can shift the boundary between the first two and also the last two
parcel bins. In general, for Z parcel area bins, this implies Z − 1 calibrated boundaries; i.e., αu for
u ∈ [1, Z − 1]. To alter the size of the buildings, we scale the setback ranges of all types by β so
as to be larger or smaller in order to change building outlines and subsequently the 3D building
geometry.
In addition, the parameters can be defined at a global scale (e.g., one set for the entire city) or
at various local scales (e.g., different sets for different parts of the city). The former provides an
intuitive global optimization while the latter enables improved local adaptability at the cost of
more optimization parameters. To this end, we compute a quadtree subdivision of the urban area.
The root node represents the top-level aggregation of the urban area and subsequent quad tree
levels are progressively tighter aggregations. This flexibility enables us to tradeoff between global
adaptation and more costly local adaptation. As is expected, our system performs better at larger
levels of aggregation than at smaller ones – more details in the results section.
Hence altogether, the calibration parameters are the set
cmn = {α 1 , α 2 , ...α Z −1 , β },
where m represents the level in the octree (with c 0 being the set for the root node) and n = {1, 2, 3, 4}
is the quadtree node child index. A global optimization optimizes the set c 0 . A local adaptation at
the first level of a quadtree subdivision of the urban area optimizes c 11 , c 12 , c 13 , and c 14 , and so forth.
6.2

Optimization Loop

To perform an optimization, we select the urban area and the quadtree level at which to perform
aggregation to compute calibration parameters. Then, we assume to have the overall average
building footprint area and estimated building count for each of the quadtree areas (i.e., two scalar
values for global optimization, eight scalars for optimizing at the first quadtree subdivision level).
Our optimization engine uses Powell’s method to minimize a weighted sum of the similarity
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between number of buildings and building outline area. In particular,
en

=

ea

=

|count(si j ) − count(bi j )|
count(bi j )
|area(si j ) − area(bi j )|
,
area(bi j )

(1)

where w n is the weight for the number of buildings error en and w a is the weight for the building
area error ea . The functions count() and area() compute the count and area of buildings, respectively,
in the provided city block.
Thus, our overall optimization task is
arдmincmn (w n en + w a ea ) ,

(2)

for a desired quadtree aggregation level m (and for all valid values for n). Note that each time
calibration parameters are changed, the synthetic city block si must be recomputed (i.e., starting
with b j and the current calibration parameters cmn , new parcels pi j and buildings mi j are computed).
The optimized parameters are then used during parcel area estimation of the entire urban area.
The improvements yielded by this component are shown in the results section.
7

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

Our system is implemented in C++ while using several open source libraries including Boost,
CGAL, Qt, OpenCV, and OpenGL. The majority of our results are generated on a desktop computer
with Intel i7-8700 clocked at 3.20 Ghz, 32 GB of DDR4 RAM, and NVIDIA GeForce 1080. Our neural
network training is performed on a Intel 2.4GHz XEON computer with several NVIDIA GTX TITAN
XP boards each with 12GB of DDR4 RAM.
The overall performance time is divided into generation, offline training, and optimization time.
For all our tests, procedural model generation takes about 1.5 to 2 minutes to automatically generate
a 3D urban model from the satellite imagery spanning approximately 64 km 2 . The training time
for our parcel area estimation networks is about 3-5 hours for the classifier network and 12-15
hours for each parcel area bin network. The training only needs to be done once for all cities. Our
optional procedural model optimization takes 1-2 hours to do a global optimization for 64 km 2 and
5-12 minutes to do one local optimization covering 4 km 2 .
Our test cities include Chicago, Dublin, Hong Kong, Jacksonville, New Orleans, Paris, San
Francisco, and Toulouse. For each, we pick a representative 8x8 km 2 area. The number of buildings
in each urban area varies from 10,415 buildings in Jacksonville dataset to 91,000 buildings in Dublin
dataset. We obtain the height of the tallest building in each from the city website, and the value for
Hmax in the cities in the order listed is {442, 67, 484, 189, 212, 231, 326, 67} meters, respectively.
7.1

Visual Results

Figures 6, 20 and 21 qualitatively show our results. First, Figure 6 starts with a satellite image, its
segmented and labeled version, and OSM road vectors, and then our method identifies each city
block. Procedural model generation starts with the initial parcel area estimate provided by the
neural networks and iteratively optimizes the solution by using global elevation, global population
data, and a feedback loop. The final procedural model is output and can be visually compared to
Google Earth.
Second, for our multiple test cities Figures 20 and 21 compares various views of our 3D urban
model to corresponding views obtained from Google Earth. Notice the qualitative similarity. In
addition, our accompanying video shows several virtual flyovers above the synthetic city models.
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Synthetic Model
Top View

Population Data

3D Proc. Model – Bird’s Eye View

Fig. 6. Visual Pipeline. Our method uses a satellite image and its segmented version, together with OSM,
elevation and population data, to create a 3D procedural model.

7.2

Numerical Results

Average Building Error (%)
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Fig. 7. Global Optimization. The progressive reduction of our error function during optimization
of the calibration parameters c 0 , resulting in improved parcels and buildings.

Fig. 8. Partial Knowledge of Average Building
Footprint Area. The graph shows how knowing
the overall average building area for a random
subset of the buildings affects the final building
error after optimization. For Paris and Chicago,
between 5 and 10% is a good trade off point.

Figures 7 and 8, and 9 show numerically the improvement with various forms of our model
optimization. Figure 7 shows our cities during optimization at the global aggregation level (i.e.,
optimizing calibration parameters c o ). The vertical axis is the average of relative building-area
difference and relative building-count difference over the entire region (called average building
error). The error reduction is also summarized in Table 3.
If the overall average building footprint area and building count is not available for the entire
region, then it is sufficient to have the area/count for a small fraction of the targeted area. For
example, Figure 8 explores the benefit of knowing the overall footprint area (and estimated count)
of different percentages of the urban area; often just a few percent (e.g., 5-10%) is enough to obtain
considerable benefit from this optimization component and almost identical to knowing the overall
averages.
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50.0%
Globally Optimized
40.0%
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a)

b)

0.0%
Chicago

New Orleans

San Francisco

Jacksonville

Fig. 9. Local Optimization. Using a subset of our cities, we show how a local optimization (e.g., calibration
parameters c 2k ) further reduces our error function. a-left) Depicts the building error difference as a heatmap
over the urban area (Chicago) using global optimization. a-right) Depicts the corresponding building error
differences but using local optimization. b) A bar graph comparing building errors resulting from global vs.
local optimization for a subset of cities.
Table 3. Global Optimization. Initial vs Optimized Average Building Error.

City
Chicago
San Francisco
New Orleans
Jacksonville
Dublin
Hong Kong
Paris
Toulouse
AVERAGE

Initial Avg Error
13.1
34.3
13.5
41.9
36.9
32.9
26.7
10.9
26.3

Optimized Avg Error
(25 iterations)
1.8
8.0
0.3
12.1
1.2
13.61
4.9
4.6
5.8

Figure 9 shows the error resulting from a local optimization (i.e., two levels down in the quadtree,
so the 16 c 2∗ calibration parameters are computed). The color-coded heatmap on the left side of
Figure 9a shows the average building error for each of the 16 tiles over Chicago resulting from
using a global optimization. The heatmap on the right side of Figure 9a shows the corresponding
building errors but after using a local optimization. In this case, the local optimization achieves
a significant reduction overall with the total average error (i.e., the average of all 16 tiles) going
from 20.12% to 9.75%. However, some tiles did in fact have an increase in error due to the local
optimization converging to a wrong local minimum. In Figure 9b, we see the total average error
using locally optimized versus a globally optimized calibration parameters for several of our test
cities. While local optimization requires some more calibration data, it allows our model to be more
similar to the actual city layout not only from a distance, but also from a closer perspective.
7.3

Statistical Comparisons

We compare the statistical distribution of generated building area and a spatially-varying mean
of generated building count and building area to ground truth. Figure 10 and Table 4 compare
distributions of building area using Kolmogorov-Smirnov Testing. Table 5 performs a t-test to show
similarity of values over space.
Figure 10 depicts the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for the synthetic models and for
the ground truth of our cities – notice their similarity. The CDFs are computed from a histogram of
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Fig. 10. Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) Comparison. Observe the similarity between the CDF for
the synthetic models and for the ground truth of our cities.
Table 4. Building area distribution similarity test shows that
with significance level α = 0.05 the distributions are similar
if we use a building area granularity of at least 14 to 26m 2 .
At significance level α = 0.01 the granularity reduces to 10
to 22m 2 . Dim is the square root of area and represents the
one-dimensional granularity.

City
Chicago
Jacksonville
New Orleans
San Francisco
Dublin
Hong Kong
Paris
Toulouse
AVERAGE

α = 0.05
Area [m 2 ] Dim [m]
14.2
3.8
14.3
3.8
31.1
5.6
26.6
5.2
26.3
4.1
19.5
4.4
19.3
4.4
21.4
4.6
21.6
4.5

α = 0.01
Area [m2 ] Dim [m]
11.1
3.3
10.2
3.2
22.4
4.7
17.5
4.2
19.1
4.3
15.3
4.0
14.2
3.76
15.2
3.9
15.6
3.9

Table 5. Building Number and Area Similarity Test. We show that with significance
level α = 0.01 the number of buildings
and building area errors over different regions of our cities are not statistically different than ground truth. Note: only San
Francisco building area does not pass the
test at this significance level.
City
Chicago
Jacksonville
New Orleans
San Francisco
Dublin
Hong Kong
Paris
Toulouse
AVERAGE

Num P-Value
0.85
0.78
0.90
0.05
0.76
0.10
0.06
0.19
0.46

Area P-Value
0.06
0.03
0.01
0.007
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

the building areas. The number of histogram bins affects the granularity with which buildings of
different sizes are considered equal. Thus, we seek to have CDFs considered similar yet produced
from using as many bins as possible.
Table 4 quantitatively measures distribution similarity. For example, at significance level α = 0.05
(5%) the table indicates the two distributions are from the same underlying distribution. This means
that it is extremely likely the distributions are similar if we use a building area granularity of 14 to
26m2 for building areas ranging up to 2500m 2 .
Table 5 shows that for an adhoc subset of our urban regions the number of buildings and their
sizes is not statistically different than ground truth at least when using the same 16 tiles as for local
optimization. For each tile, we compute the mean number-of-buildings error and mean buildingarea error. Then, we use all 16 values in a t-test to determine if the mean of all errors is statistically
different than zero with a significance level of α = 0.01. The test indicates that the mean of all
errors is not statistically different for the cities except for San Francisco building-area error (which
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would satisfy the test if we used a significance level of α = 0.005 for example). In general, this test
implies that the number of buildings and building areas over different regions of the city average
out to be quite similar to ground truth.
7.4

Segmentation Comparison

We compare the results of our approach to directly extruding the segmented and labelled satellite
image provided as input. One option is to rely on a satellite image segmentation that is very accurate
and includes in-filling for occlusions. However, one of the benefits of our approach is the lack of
this reliance. Table 6 compares our method (using global optimization for several iterations) to
directly extruding the segmented satellite image (using the same initial elevation information we
also take as input). This comparison shows how our method is able to better match ground truth.
Table 6 shows the direct usage of segmentation results in building errors of >100% and 51% in
Chicago and Toulouse, for example. In sharp contrast, our method has building errors of only 8.6%
and 6.8% in the same respective cities. We also show corresponding qualitative comparisons for
Chicago in Figure 11.
Table 6. Segmentation Comparison. We compare solutions for Chicago and Toulouse between directly using
the segmented satellite image and our method. Our method shows considerably lower errors (8.6% and 6.8%).

Supplemental Figure 6:

Segmentation Comparison Images

Chicago Count Area Count Err Area Err Error Toulouse Count Area Count Err Area Err Error
Truth
49461 452.8
–
–
–
Truth
26045 315.8
–
–
–
Segm.
12392 469.1
49%
51%
Segm.
10387 1667.8
79%
268%
174%
We compare
the results of our
approach
to directly
extruding
the segmented
and labelled52%
satellite image
Ours eCognition.
22954b) Ground
320.9 truth
12%segmentaion
2% and 6.8%
Oursprovided41765
460.2
16%
2%
8.6% of using
as input.
a) Segmentation
and labeling
result

labeling. c) Our produced procedural model with labeling.

Fig. 11. Segmentation Comparison Images. We compare the results of our approach to directly extruding
the segmented and labelled satellite image provided as input. a) Segmentation and labeling result of using
eCognition. b) Ground truth segmentaion and labeling. c) Our produced procedural model with labeling.

In Figure 12, we go into more detail to show how our trained network estimates parcel areas
despite various levels of erroneous/noisy segmentation and labeling as well as parcel boundaries
not being explicitly visible. For this evaluation, we progressively add a procedural noise to the full
ground-truth segmentation shown in Figure 12a. A noise factor of f % implies pixels near building
boundaries have an f % chance of being mislabeled. Moreover, all pixels within a small radius of
a to-be-mislabeled pixels are also mislabeled. We show noise levels of 10%, 20%, and 40%. After
global optimization, the error function of average parcel and building area error is reduced to 0.9%,
1.2%, and 41%. As seen, up to 20% noise still yields acceptable performance.
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a)

c)

b)

d)

Fig. 12. Parcel Area Estimation Robustness. Our parcel area estimation function is robust to noise in the
segmented and labeled satellite images. a) Shows ground truth segmentation. b,c,d) Show 10%, 20%, 40%
respectively of added noise/misclassification. Regardless, our method was able to recover the areas quite
accurately except at 40% error level.

7.5

User Studies

We also performed two user studies by using Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) to qualitatively
evaluate our method. The user studies compare our method (using satellite imagery) to Google
Earth (using their publicly available system that combines satellite imagery, aerial imagery, and
semi-automatic reconstruction – which we effectively regard as ground truth). We also introduce a
third method in each study serving a baseline and/or AMT user confidence estimator.
In the first study, we evaluate the realism of three methods at progressively farther viewing
distances. We individually displayed images of portions of three cities (Chicago, Dublin, and New
Orleans) from close to far viewing distances at oblique angles. We asked each of 320 AMT users a
total of 36 questions. For each question, we displayed an image for five seconds and then the user
was asked to provide a Yes/No answer to whether the image portrays a realistic urban area.
For each city, we generated images from 12 viewing distances spanning approximately 1-8
kilometers at about a 45o downward looking viewing direction. At each distance, we created an
image for each of three approaches: using Google Earth, using our method, and using a synthetic
rendering with the same road structure and background texture as our method but with random
building areas and heights. Since the building parcels (and footprints) are not known, the third
method in this study generates effectively random buildings. At close range this produces a city
model that is obviously not-realistic and thus we use this fact to compute a confidence factor
per AMT user. Although, we used AMT filters to only request work from high-quality users, we
still need to disregard senseless responses. This same third method is also used to judge at which
distance does it no longer matter what building sizes are used (and thus any method works fine).
Further, to overcome potential bias introduced from the difference in rendering color styles from
these these approaches, we used a global color remapping tool to make the color schemes similar.
Figures 13 and 14 show a summary of user study results. In Figure 14, the vertical axis shows
the number of users that responded "yes" to the realistic image question. We use the responses of
the realism question for the first 3 closest images of the random synthetic rendering to obtain a
confidence value for each user (i.e., if the user rates the first few closest random synthetic rendering
images as realistic, which they are very obviously not, then we give the worker a low confidence
value). The horizontal axis is the eye viewing distance as reported by Google Earth; see Figure 13 for
representative images at the different distances. Overall, from close-up users prefer Google Earth
but from about 2.8 kilometers users almost equally rate Google Earth and our synthetic rendering.
When observed from sufficiently far away, all three image types are rated approximately equally.
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Fig. 13. Realism User Study. First row is viewing from 1km distance. Second row is a distance 3km where our Synthetic image
and Google Earth are considered almost equally realistic but the
synthetic image with random building heights and areas is still
notably less realistic.

Fig. 14. Realism User Study Responses.
Based on worker responses observing images of Chicago, Dublin and New Orleans
in random order, we show how realistic
the different images are considered at increasingly farther distances.

Fig. 15. Preference User Study Images. We show two views of Google Earth images, extruded buildingsegmentation images and our synthetic images.

In a second user study, we evaluate the preference of the results from three methods. In particular,
we compare Google Earth, our method, and an extrusion of the buildings using segmented satellite
images (i.e., segmented with eCognition and using the same building height information as our
method). The study also used Mechanical Turk and it involved 100 users who were each asked to
provide a preference for 12 pairwise image comparisons. We choose the same two close-up views
as in Figure 11, created 6 image pair from those two views, and 12 questions in total were created.
Each image pair was shown and the users were asked which do they perceive as more realistic
depiction of the urban area. The image pairs were shown in random order and in random left-right
placement.
Figure 15 shows images from this user study and detailed responses of the user study are in
Table 7. In summary, 84.3% of responses prefer either Google Earth or our method, over the extruded
segmentation-based buildings. Further, a t-test reveals that at a significance level of α = 0.05, there
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is no statistical difference between the preference of Google Earth or our method over the extruded
segmentation-based method (i.e., p-value = 0.064).
Table 7. Preference User Study Responses. We show responses to all 12 questions of our user study. In each,
it is a pairwise comparison among Google Earth, our synthetic method, and extruded segmentation-based
buildings.

Question
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Q11
Q12
Total(#)
Total(%)
7.6

Google Earth Ours
59
42
85
–
–
66
54
47
89
–
–
75
57
44
81
–
–
65
60
41
85
–
–
72
570
452
47%
37.3%

Segmentation
–
16
35
–
12
26
–
20
36
–
16
29
190
15.7%

City Block Subdivision

Figure 16 shows the interplay of procedural model generation and city block subdivision types. In
general, our system can separately compute a 3D urban model using each of the two city block
subdivision types and select the best fitting one, or the user can pre-select the type. However, the
weights w n and w a for optimizing the number of buildings and building area, respectively, affect the
fit. For example, Figure 16a (type 1) and Figure 16b (type 2) show a closeup result using weights of
w n = w a = 0.5 for both types in Jacksonville. Figure 16c shows the ground truth, while Figure 16d
use the weights of w n = 0.2 and w a = 0.8, respectively, for type 2 which yielded the overall smallest
optimization error – for other cities, we use type 1. Nonetheless, in our results we typically use
w n = w a = 0.5 and leave to future work an automatic way to determine the best weights.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 16. Subdivision Styles. Our method supports two block subdivision styles. a) Type 1 subdivision. b) Type 2
subdivision. c) The ground truth buildings. d) This synthetic solution uses type 2 and w n = 0.2 and w a = 0.8.

7.7

Parcel Area Estimation

We evaluated the accuracy of obtaining the average parcel area size per city using our method
by comparing to ground truth data for Chicago, San Francisco, and New Orleans as shown in
Tab. 8. Recall that parcel boundaries are not directly observable, so we use our trained parcel area
estimation network to approximate parcel areas. To illustrate performance more comprehensively,
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we split the city into various region sizes as we did for local optimization of building areas (Sect. 7.2)
and our user study (Sect. 7.5) – see Tab. 9. Although estimation error increases as region sizes
get smaller, they are still reasonable at a subdivision level of 6 × 6. This shows that our approach
is suitable for distant viewing such as in our user study (Sect. 7.5) and generates statistically
similar cities. Further, as a quick experiment we performed an optimization similar to that for local
building area optimization (Sect. 6) and at the same level of subdivision (i.e., 4 × 4). This made
parcel estimation error even smaller: the errors went down from 8.14% to 4.13% for Chicago, from
11.40% to 5.09% for San Francisco, and from 12.20% to 4.65% for New Orleans. Further analysis and
improvements of parcel local optimizations are left as future work.
Table 8. Parcel Size. We show the average parcel size performance by comparing our method with the ground
truth for several cities .

Parcel Size of Truth [m 2 ] Parcel Size of Ours [m2 ]
618.81
600.62
849.96
798.39
585.70
615.61

City
Chicago
San Francisco
New Orleans

Relative Error
2.94%
6.01%
5.11%

Table 9. We show the average parcel size performance in different region levels ranging from splitting the
whole city into 2 × 2 grid cells to individual blocks. Error is computed using the average of relative parcel-size
errors per cell in a specific grid. Further, We place in parenthesis the error after applying a local optimization
for a specific region level (i.e., 4 × 4).

Chicago
2 ×2
4 ×4
6 ×6
8 ×8
Blocks

Error
5.86%
8.14% (4.13%)
12.00%
17.20%
45.90%

San Francisco
Error
2 ×2
7.04%
4 ×4
11.40% (5.09%)
6 ×6
17.30%
8 ×8
23.00%
Blocks
46.50%
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20%

Area Error

Classify Error
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25%

New Orleans
2 ×2
4 ×4
6 ×6
8 ×8
Blocks

Error
7.44%
12.20% (4.65%)
17.80%
22.30%
49.20%

c)

b)
Ground
Truth

93.57

1-Bin

2-Bins

3-Bins

5-Bins

60
40
27.06

20
0

1 bin

2 bins

23.85
3 bins

33.45

4 bins

35.87

5 bins

Estimation

Fig. 17. Number of Bins. a) We show tradeoff between classifier neural network (NN) error and parcel area
NN error as you increase number of bins. b) This graphs shows combined result of using both NN types. c)
Example parcel generations using parcel area estimation with a different number of bins. Overall three bins is
clearly the best compromise.

The effect of the number of parcel area bins used by Section 4 is shown in Figure 17. Using a test
data set, Figure 17a shows how with an increasing number of bins the classifier error increases, as
would be expected. However, the parcel area estimation error decreases with more bins – because
each bin has a small range of areas to predict. Figure 17b shows the overall performance (both
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classification and parcel area networks are used). The performance seems clearly best for the 3 bins
setup – thus we use such a trained set of neural networks in all our examples. Figure 17c visually
shows parcels generated using the initial parcel area estimates from setups with different numbers
of bins. In general, the 3 bins case seems to visually work better. Note that for the 5 bins images, a
misclassification occurred. If such a misclassification had not occurred, the result might be similar
to the 3 bin case.
7.8

Application Examples

Original Chicago

Chicago after editing

Fig. 18. Urban content generation. This figure shows
how we can quickly generate and edit plausible cityFig. 19. Sky-View Factors. We show for Hong Kong
scale models based on real-world cities.
(top) and Toulouse (bottom) the similarity of our automatically computed sky-view factor to that obtained
by the lengthy semi-automatic method of using [25]
and Google Earth Street View images.

Table 10. Urban Morphology Distribution Test. Our ks-test shows that our two urban morphology values
pass the test at significance levels α=0.05 and 0.01. For area weighted building height Ah the test passes with
a granularity of at most 6.8m for α=0.05 and 4.1m for α=0.01. Similarly, for building surface to plan area ratio
Ar , the test passes with a granularity of at most 0.18 for α=0.05 and 0.04 for α=0.01.

Parameter
Ah
Ar

α = 0.05 α = 0.01
Dim
Dim
6.8
4.12
0.18
0.04

As applications, we show three tentative uses. Figure 18 demonstrates how a model of Chicago
produced by our system can be edited to produce a different but detailed model of the same area.
In this case, the user only need "paint" a new building height and population dataset layer; then
our model is regenerated in 2 minutes. Table 10 demonstrates an example computation of urban
morphology values useful for urban planning/urban climate studies. An urban planning collaborator
from Hong Kong provided us with ground truth area weighted building height (i.e., building height
times its area) and building surface to plan area ratio (e.g., building surface area to parcel area). Our
collaborator then used our synthetic model to compute the corresponding values. Using a similar
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ks-test as with results in Section 7.3, we show that our computed urban morphology values yield a
distribution of values that is statistically similar to ground truth at either α=0.05 and 0.01. Figure 19
shows the sky-view factor computed for Hong Kong and Toulouse. The sky-view factor is the
percentage of sky visible from, in this case, the roads (i.e., it factors in occlusions produced by the
buildings) – it is an indicator often used in urban planning. The figure shows the similarity of our
automatically computed result to the typical lengthy semi-automated solution, such as the method
of using [25]. This method uses up to several million ground level images, from Google Earth
Street View, to compute many sky-view factors per city. Our results show qualitative similarity
and further analysis and improvements for sky-view computation are left as future work.
8

CONCLUSION

We presented an automatic novel inverse procedural method for urban modeling that is suitable
for large distance views and generates statistically-similar cities. The key idea behind our approach
is a procedural model that is capable of generating parcels from city blocks and populating them
with buildings. The parameters of the procedural model are initialized by neural networks that
have been trained on real-world data and then improved via a procedural model optimization loop.
Our method can generate a complete 3D model of a city only from an input satellite image and
OSM using our global building height and population datasets.
The main application of our approach is the quick automatic generation of large cities that are
similar to real ones statistically and visually from a distance. Our approach is a starting point
for modeling urban areas worldwide for content generation in entertainment and simulation
(Section 7.8). In addition, many practical fields, such as urban planning, emergency responses, or
weather modeling communities require a city’s urban morphology. While some well-known cities
might have dedicated teams able to create models, this tedious work does not scale to all cities.
Our method enables automatically creating a 3D model suitable for such urban morphologies. Our
method has already been chosen by a large international effort for precisely this purpose, including
dozens of well-known researchers from around the globe.
Nonetheless, our method has various limitations. First, while we attempt to use as small a set of
input data as possible, it is still difficult to get the data for all possible cities. The second limitation
is the procedural model used. While we support two types of block subdivisions, there are more
options (see Vanegas et al. [51]) and automatically determining which one to use is a challenge.
Similarly, our method uses six predefined building styles that do not cover all possible buildings.
There are several avenues of future work. Our approach assumes the OSM road vector and
the segmented satellite results were provided. One future work could be developing such neural
networks to generate those data in order to reduce the amount of input data required by current
system. In addition, the simplifications we use (e.g., only convex buildings, one building per parcel,
etc.) may have significant visual effects. Further, our method does not support landmark buildings
and it can be easily detected by the viewers. While our user study gives us some qualitative feedback,
a more exact quantification is a task for future work. Another task is extending our building types
to be geo-specific. We could either perform building typology studies (e.g., via crowdsourcing) or
we can try to cluster and infer building types from global scale data and imagery.
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(a) Chicago - Synthetic

(b) Chicago - Aerial

(c) New Orleans - Synthetic

(d) New Orleans - Aerial

(e) San Francisco - Synthetic

(f) San Francisco - Aerial

Fig. 20. Example Models. We show several 3D urban procedural models and similar views using Google Earth
output. We used a global color remapping tool to make the color schemes similar.
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CITY-SCALE VIEWS

(a) Dublin - Synthetic

(b) Dublin - Aerial

(c) Toulouse - Synthetic

(d) Toulouse - Aerial

(e) Hong Kong - Synthetic

(f) Hong Kong - Aerial

Fig. 21. Additional Example Models. Similar to previous figure, We show several 3D urban procedural models
and similar views using Google Earth output.

We show examples of Dublin, Toulouse and Hong Kong in Figure 21. The left column shows the
synthetic models and the right column shows the corresponding Google Earth view.
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PARCEL SIZE AND SETBACKS
Supplemental Figure 3:
Setbacks Histogram
The histogram shows the real setbacks for our analysis cities – Chicago and San Francisco. We use the average of
these values during training and the various ranges per type as initial setbacks during generation.

mental Figure 2:
ize Histogram

shows the real parcel sizes for
cities – Chicago and San
create our synthetic training
the distribution of the parcel
We also divide our parcel
based on this distribution.

Fig. 22. Parcel Size Histogram.
The histogram shows the real
parcel sizes for our analysis cities
- Chicago and San Francisco.
We create our synthetic training
data based on the distribution
of the parcel size histogram. We
also divide our parcel estimation
bins based on this distribution.

Fig. 23. Setbacks Histogram. The histogram shows the real setbacks for our analysis cities - Chicago and San Francisco. We use
the average of these values during training and the various ranges
per type as initial setbacks during generation.

Our method uses an analysis of the real-world cities Chicago and San Francisco to succinctly
generate synthetic training data. Figure 22 shows a histogram of analysis city parcel areas and
Figure 23 shows a histogram of analysis of setback values.

Supplemental Figure 4:
Visual Ornaments

C

VISUAL
We canORNAMENTS
enable additional outputs to enhance our 3D urban procedural model.

Fig. 24. Visual Ornaments. We can enable additional outputs to enhance our 3D urban procedural model.

In Figure 24 we use our system to render additional hypothetical details such as roads, facades,
window frames, trees, lamp posts, and grass. The output is a realistic-similar 3D model.
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